Gestational Diabetes Learning Module

You can access the module here: https://prezi.com/nvv5ojxs15an/at-risk-pregnancy-gestational-diabetes/

The module has audio and video, so make sure that your computer’s speakers are turned on. To play the module, use the forward and back arrows circled in yellow and pictured below. To view the module in full screen, click on the green square also pictured below.

The module should take you about 30-45 minutes. We are very interested in your feedback about the content and flow of the module. A few questions to answer:

1) Did you think the content presented in the module was useful and easy to understand? Why or why not?
2) How was the flow of the module? Too many videos? Too long?
3) Did you think the videos were useful? (We are still working on the volume for the lecture videos.)
4) Was the audio for the slides helpful or distracting?
5) Did you like that the text of the audio was included? Was it unnecessary?
6) Was the technology easy to use?
7) Is there anything that you think could be taken out or added to make the module better?

Thank you for your time!